Rates
Media Production

Media production requires a retainer
for Jamie’s services. This amount is
based on the nature of the project —
whether promoting a business, recording
or program series. An average retainer
is $1,500 at the rate of $65 an hour, plus
expenses where applicable.

Artist and Project Development
Session packages and rates:

1.) On demand meeting times
• $75 per hour, with a minimum of
2 hours to be paid at the beginning
of the session
• One week’s notice is requested for
the meeting
2.) 4 sessions at a time
• $65 per hour, with a minimum
of 4 sessions to be paid at the
beginning of the first session
• The sessions need to be held within
4-6 weeks
3.) Meet on a weekly basis
• $60 an hour with a 4-month
commitment
• The last hour session will be gratis
Note: There will be a charge for
cancellations made less than 24 hours
before the appointment.
Effective 9/01/12. Paypal accepted.

“As talented a performer and
artist as there is on the cultural
landscape, Jamie O’Reilly is also,
remarkably, an impassioned and
captivating activist for the arts and
their importance in our lives. To
listen to her, in song or in speech,
is to realize that she carries an
essential message. She enlightens.
She empowers. She enraptures.”
-Rick Kogan, Chicago Tribune, WGN

Visit jamieoreilly.com
to view Jamie’s resume,
CV and work samples.
Contact:
Jamie O’Reilly
A Voice for the Soul of the City

J. O’Reilly Productions
Artist Management
and Development
Website & Blog: www.jamieoreilly.com
Facebook: Jamie O’Reilly, Musician
AND J. O’Reilly Productions page
Email: jamie@jamieoreilly.com
Cell/Text: 773.203.7661

Artist
Management
and
Development
Work with someone who
gets it. Someone invested in
people and community.
Jamie O’Reilly: making
art that makes a difference.
Guiding artists and groups
for over 30 years.
“Jamie O’Reilly uses her
powerful voice and generous
spirit to enlighten, enliven, and
enrich whatever community
she addresses, all in an effort
to encourage positive change
in the world.”
-Sydney Lewis, Writer/Editor

Services

About Jamie O’Reilly

Performer Jamie O’Reilly founded J. O’Reilly
Productions, a one-of-a kind cultural arts
agency in 1997. Combining the insights of an
artist with the saviness of a businessperson,
she presents an expanding roster of singular
talent, provides artist development services,
and produces programs and recordings of
lasting impact and distinction. Jamie is an
award-winning artist and registered Arts
Consultant with the Illinois Arts Council.
She is also an accomplished media producer
and consultant.
Jamie sees clients one-on-one privately,
works by phone and engages groups on a
per-project basis.
Considering engaging Jamie’s services? Are
you good at what you do? Please review this
information and find a plan that suits you.

Jamie offers 3 distinct services for imagining,
processing, producing, and presenting work.
If more than one of these services is required
for your needs, discuss a custom-designed
plan of action with Jamie. Together you will
create a written agreement that includes
rates and schedules.

Jamie offers singing lessons in her studio,
please see the rates panel on the other
side of this brochure. You can read about
her approach to singing lessons at:
jamieoreilly.com/consulting/guides/

The nuts and bolts of project development — getting it done and out of your
head. Work on a distinct project — from
idea to realization with a work contract,
agenda and timeline, drafted by you
with Jamie’s help.

Jamie’s Story
Media Production & Promotion

Jamie’s short-term media production,
promotional services and networking advice
will promote a project for, and with you.
We may engage a team and use the talents of
others such as a publicist, graphic designer,
photographer, or editor. Their services will
be negotiated separately.

“Jamie’s work is inclusive, insightful, and
incredibly useful, offering a straightforward path to personal advancement and
the acquisition of creative insight useful
in every aspect of life.”
-Stuart Rosenberg, Artistic Director, SPACE

Voice Lessons

Project Development

Artist Development

Develop your inner artist with Jamie’s
guidance and coaching in areas of timemanagement, presenting and pitching
yourself to others, growing a base, navigating the emotional ups and downs of the
business, working on goals, critique and
self-evaluation.

In the late 90s, Jamie was looking for a
support system for independent artists like herself and had an interest in
self-production and promotion. There
were no how-to guides and few opportunities if you were not part of a not-forprofit group. So she developed a series
of classes: Making a Life in the Arts at the
Arts Entertainment and Media Management at Columbia College with guidance
of Dennis Rich, then Chair. Her singular
approach to advising arts practitioners
and presenters has now been utilized
throughout the Chicago community and
beyond by these groups: The Portfolio
Center at Columbia College, Guild Complex, Center Portion Artist Space, Victory
Gardens Training Center, and Gallery
37 Center for the Arts, where she taught
Adult Education in the fabulous artScape
program, affiliated with Harold Washington College. Jamie’s projects have
become award-winning productions,
and she has a roster of clients with
whom she works on all aspects of
their careers in the arts.

